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Faculty of Law, Maastricht University 
(The Netherlands) 
 

1. Overall impression 
very good 

2. Making preparations  
(e.g. administrative matters, finding information)  

best is to ask former students. the documents received on introduction day at the faculty will help to. 

3. Contacts/Responsibilities  
(e.g. important contact persons at the Partner University and Faculty)   

none. your tutors are very helpful 

4. Housing / Finding accomodation  

best is to ask the current student - perhaps you can take their flat 

5. Arrival  
not easy from zürich: airports: Brussels, Dusseldorf, Cologne, AMsterdam, Eindhoven. --> none of 
which are great 

for Maastricht. As from Dusseldorf and Cologne its very tough to get to Maastricht - unless you find a 
Blablacar.com 

6. Telephone (e.g. costs, carriers) 

vodafoe: 10euro for 1gb internet for 30 days 

7. Bank account  
didnt have one throughout. 

8. Transport (e.g. from Switzerland, to the University)   
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the city is so small you can walk everywhere 

9. General information about the Partner Faculty and student life  
very high quality teaching, better that zürich in all aspects. more students work on a weekly basis 

10. Teaching and studying at the Partner Faculty 
 (e.g. program structure, methodology, exams, etc.)  

PBL is more for the bacherlors programmes - not so present in our masters. exams are 3 

hours in the mecc - somethin similar to where we took exams in zürich oerlikon. 

11. City (e.g. cultural activities, sports, discounts, nightlife, must-sees, short trips, etc.)   

go to the burrito shop on markt, the friendly staff will help you with everything. you can become 

friends with them easily they are open minded. they are the secret mayors of the city so they know 
everything and everoyne 
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